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EPOCHS in the development of Art, like those in other fields of civilization, are often marked both at their beginnings and at their conclusions by great international upheavals. It is true that such art epochs are evolved; they are not created in a moment. Nevertheless, great conflicts of intellects or of arms often come as great winds and kindle the accumulated heat of new art impulses into visible flame.

For this reason the present is the moment at which a retrospective exhibition of French art, covering the period from 1870 to the last decade, is of great interest. It is an exhibition of a complete chapter of art history.

By the special permission of the Government of the Republic of France, and through the cooperation of the French Ambassador and the Director of the Luxembourg Museum, we are enabled to place before the Chicago public this important collection of works.
PAINTINGS

BASTIEN-LEPAGE, JULES
1 Portrait of M. Simon Hayem

BAUDRY, PAUL-JACQUES-AIME
2 Portrait of Madame Madeleine Brohan

BENJAMIN CONSTANT, JEAN-JOSEPH
3 Portrait of Aunt Anna

BESNARD, PAUL ALBERT
4 Portrait of Alphonse Legros
5 Decorative panel
6 Decorative panel

BONNAT, LEON
7 Portrait of Madame Pasca
8 Portrait of Robert-Henry

BOUDIN, EUGENE
9 The port of Bordeaux

BRETON, JULES ADOLPHE
10 Evening

CABANEL, ALEXANDRE
11 Portrait of the Comtesse de K.

CAROLUS-DURAN, EMILE-AUGUSTE
12 Portrait of the Marquise d'A.

CARRIERE, EUGENE
13 Christ on the Cross
14 Alphonse Daudet and his daughter

CEZANNE, PAUL
15 L'Estaque, a village near Marseilles

COLIN, GUSTAVE-HENRI
16 Portrait of a young woman
CORMON, FERNAND
17 The smithy

DAGNAN-BOUVERET, PASCAL ADOLPHE JEAN
18 In the forest

DECHENAUD, ADOLPHE
19 Portrait of M. E. Dejardin-Baumets

DELAUNAY, JULES-ELIE
20 Portrait of his mother

DESBOUTIN, MARCELLIN
24 Portrait of Madame Corneux

DUBOUC, VICTORIA (Mme. Fantin-Latour)
20 Bouquet of flowers

FALGUIÈRE, JEAN-ALEXANDRE-JOSEPH
27 Begging dwarfs: Souvenir from Granada

FANTIN-LATOUR, IGNACE HENRI JEAN-THÉO- DORE
26 Portrait of Madame Fantin-Latour (Victoria Dubourg)

FLAMENG, FRANÇOIS
29 Portrait of Madame François Flameng

GAILLARD, CLAUDÉ-FERDINAND
30 Portrait of Madame R.

GEBEIX, HENRI
31 The staff of the newspaper La République Fran- çaise, 1880

GUILLEMET, JEAN-BAPTISTE-A ntoine
32 Autumn at Moret
HARPIGNIES, HENRI
33 The Haul.

HIBBERT, ANTOINE-AUGUSTE-ERNEST
34 Head of laurel-crowned Muse
(From the collection of the Princess Mathilde)

HENNER, JEAN-JACQUES
35 Christ Crucified
(This picture was painted for the Palace de Justice, Paris.)
36 Portrait of Mlle. Laura Le Roux

LAURENS, JEAN-PAUL
37 The men of the Holy-Office

LEGROS, ALPHONSE
38 Portrait of Leon Gambetta

LEPERE, LOUIS-AUGUSTE
39 The vagabond

LOBRE, MAURICE
41 The king’s library at Versailles

MANET, EDOUARD
42 The bolero

MIRSON, LUC-Olivier
43 The Duchess of Montmorency and the poet Théophile
(A sketch for the decoration of the pavillon de Sylvestre in the park of the castle of Chantilly)

METTLING, LOUIS
44 Head of a young man: A study
MONET, CLAUDE-OSCAR
45 The church of Vétheuil
46 The cathedral
(This picture belongs to the series of the
"Cathedrals" taken from the Cathedral of
Rouen at different hours of the day)

MOREAU, GUSTAVE
47 Jason

MOROT, AIMÉ-NICOLAS
48 Rouenville, August 16, 1870

NEUVILLE, ALPHONSE-MARIE DE
50 Le Bourget, October 30, 1870
51 Attache on a barricaded house at Villers-cotterêts,
January 9, 1871

PANIS, JULES-ERNEST
52 The man with the violin

PISSARRO, CAMILLE
53 The red roofs

FUVIS DE CHAVANNES, PIERRE-CECILE
54 Hope
55 The revictualling of Paris by Sainte Geneviève,
patron saint of the city, attacked by Attila and
his Huns, A. D. 451
(Original drawing of the last monument
commissioned to the master placed in the Pan-
théon, 1887-1899)

RAFFAÉLLI, JEAN FRANÇOIS
56 Guests waiting for the wedding party
57 Notre-Dame de Paris
SEGAMÉY, GUILLAUME
58 Cuirassiers at the wine-shop

RENOIR, PAUL-AUGUSTE
59 Portrait of Madame H.
60 Liseuse
61 Théodore de Banville, celebrated French poet, (1823-1891) Pastel
62 Le pont de chemin de fer à Chatou

RIBOT, THÉODULDE
63 The Good Samaritan

ROLL, ALFRED-PHILIPPE
64 Portrait of the landscape painter, Damoye
65 The dragoon

ROYBET, FERDINAND
66 Little girl with her doll

SISLEY, ALFRED
67 The banks of the Loing

TISSOT, JAMES
68 Young woman in red jacket

VERNAY, Called FRANÇOIS MIEL
69 Flowers and fruit

VOLLON, ANTOINE
70 Portrait of the painter by himself

ZIEM, FÉLIX FRANÇOIS-GEORGES PHILIBERT
71 Antwerp
SCULPTURE

DALOU, JULES
72 Lavoisier, celebrated French chemist, born in 1743, guillotined in 1794
(Model for the statue erected in the grand amphitheatre of the Sorbonne)

GÉRÔME, JEAN-LOBN
73 Bouquets at Caïre

MEISSONIER, JEAN-LOUIS-ERNEST
74 Herald-at-arms of Murcia
75 Gerard Christophe Muñoz Duro, Marshal of France, Duke of Friod

ROBIN, AUGUSTE
96 Bactris

MEDALS

BOTTER, LOUIS-ALEXANDRE
77 Prize medal for the drawing schools of the City of Paris
78 Commemorative medal for the wars of Chili
79 Universal Exposition of Saint Louis
80 Medal for prizes at the Universal Exposition of 1855
81 French committee for foreign exhibitions
82 Apollo and Marsyas; Competition of music for the state
83 Medal to commemorate the opening of the new port of Calais

CHAPLAIN, JULES CLEMENT
84 President Carnot, 1837-1894
85 Léon Gérôme, painter and sculptor, 1824-1904
86 Eugène Guillaume, sculptor, 1825-1905
87 Charles Gounod, composer of music, 1838-1893
88 Martha Huntz
89 France and Russia: Medal to commemorate the visit of the Russian Squadron to Toulon, October, 1893
90 Medal to commemorate the rebuilding of the Hotel de Ville, Paris
91 Prize medal for the protection of young children
92 Medal to commemorate the International Congress of Electricians, Paris, 1872
HARPIGNIES, HENRI
33 The Hula

HEBERT, ANTOINE-AUGUSTE-ERNEST
34 Head of bearded-crowned Muse
(From the collection of the Princess Maltzahn)

HENNER, JEAN-JACQUES
35 Christ Crucified
(This picture was painted for the Palace de
Justice, Paris.)
35 Portrait of Mlle. Laura Le Roux

LAURENS, JEAN-PAUL
37 The men of the Holy-Office

LEGROS, ALPHONSE
38 Portrait of Leon Gambetta

LEPÈRE, LOUIS-AUGUSTE
39 The vagabond

LOBRE, MAURICE
41 The king’s library at Versailles

MANET, EDOUARD
42 The botanist

MERSON, LUC-OLIVIER
43 The Duchess of Montmorency and the poet
Théophile
(A sketch for the decoration of the pavil-
on de Sylvie in the park of the castle of
Chantilly)

METTLING, LOUIS
44 Head of a young man: A study
MONET, CLAUDE-OSCAR
45 The church of Vetheuil
46 The cathedral
(This picture belongs to the series of the
"Cathedrals" taken from the Cathedral of
Rouen at different hours of the day)

MOREAU, GUSTAVE
47 Jason

MOROT, AIMÈ-NICOLAS
48 Reezville, August 16, 1870

NEUVILLE, ALPHONSE-MARIE DE
50 Le Bourget, October 30, 1870
51 Attack on a barricaded house at Villersrezel,
January 9, 1871

PANIS, JULES-ERNEST
52 The man with the violin

PISSARRO, CAMILLE
53 The red roofs

PUVIS DE CHAVANNES, PIERRE-CÉCILE
54 Hope
55 The revictualing of Paris by Sainte Geneviève,
patron saint of the city, attacked by Attila and
his Huns, A. D. 451
(Original drawing of the last monumental
composition of the master placed in the Pan-
théon, 1897-1898)

RAFFAËLLI, JEAN FRANÇOIS
56 Guests waiting for the wedding party
57 Notre-Dame de Paris
RAGAMEY, GUILLAUME
38 Caricassiers at the wine-shop

RENOIR, PAUL-AUGUSTE
39 Portrait of Madame H.
60 Lisasce
61 Théodore de Bavière, celebrated French poet, (1823-1891) Pastel
62 Le pont de chemin de fer à Chaton

RIBOT, THIBAUDÉ
63 The Good Samaritan

ROLL, ALFRED-PHILIPPE
64 Portrait of the landscape painter, Danoye
65 The dragoon

ROYBET, FERDINAND
66 Little girl with her doll

SISLEY, ALFRED
67 The banks of the Loing

TISSOT, JAMES
68 Young woman in red jacket

VERNAY, called FRANÇOIS MIEL
69 Flowers and fruit

VOLLON, ANTOINE
70 Portrait of the painter by himself

ZIEM, FÉLIX FRANÇOIS-GEORGES PHILIBERT
71 Antwerp
SCULPTURE

DALOU, JULES
72. Lavoisier, celebrated French chemist, born in 1743, guillotined in 1794
(Model for the statue erected in the grand amphitheatre of the Sorbonne)

GERÔME, JEAN-LEON
73. Bonaparte at Cairo

MEISSONIER, JEAN-LOUIS-ERNEST
74. Napoleon as a hero of Murcia
75. General Christophe Michel Duroc, Marshal of France, Duke of Frioul

RODIN, AUGUSTE
90. Bella

MEDALS

BOTTER, LOUIS-ALEXANDRE
77. Prize medal for the drawing schools of the City of Paris
78. Commemorative medal for the wars of Chili
79. Universal Exposition of Saint Louis
80. Medal for prizes at the Universal Exposition of 1889
81. French committee for foreign exhibitions
82. Apollo and Marsyas, Competition of music for the state
83. Medal to commemorate the opening of the new port of Calais

CHAPLAIN, JULES CLEMENT
84. President Carnot, 1837-1894
85. Léon Gérôme, painter and sculptor, 1824-1905
86. Eugène Guillaume, sculptor, 1822-1905
87. Charles Gounod, composer of music, 1818-1893
88. Martha Henry
89. France and Russia: Medal to commemorate the visit of the Russian Squadron to Toulon, October, 1893
90. Medal to commemorate the rebuilding of the Hôtel de Ville, Paris
91. Prize medal for the protection of young children
92. Medal to commemorate the International Congress of Electricity, Paris, 1872
CHARPENTIER, ALEXANDRE-LOUIS-MARIE
93 Medal offered to Dr. Poiné by his pupils
94 Prize of the reverse of the above mentioned plate; model
95 Homage to Émile Zola, 1840-1902
96 Model for the embossing of the binding of Tissot's book on the "Life of Jesus"
97 Farm and Baschanta
98 Camille Pissarro, painter, 1830-1903
99 Edmond de Goncourt, writer, 1822-1896

DUPUIS, JEAN-BAPTISTE-DANIEL
100 Commemorative medal for the Universal Exposition of 1889
101 Horticulture
102 Cardinal de Bonnechose
103 P. C. J. Jansen, astronomer
104 Charity. Medal for the superintending council of the "Assistance Publique" of the Seine
105 Amphibolite carrying away Science to the bottom of the sea. Medal to commemorate the expedition of the Talisman
106 History. Medal for the Secrétariat Général of the right at the Chamber of Deputies

LEGROS, ALPHONSE
107 Erasmus
108 Alfred Tennyson, 1809-1892
109 Charles Darwin, 1809-1882
110 John Stuart Mill, 1773-1836
111 George Frederick Watts, 1817-1904
112 Charles Ricketts, painter and engraver
113 Charles Shannon, painter and engraver
114 The woodcutter
115 Inspiration
LEVILLAIN, FERDINAND, called LEVILLIN

116 The vine and the corn
117 The education of Bacchus
118 Young woman feeding doves
119 The four seasons
120 The earth
121 Le chamois beau
122 A peeler. Mark of the national manufactory of Sévres
123 The City of Paris: Universal Exposition of 1855
124 The Seine

PATEY, HENRI-AUGUSTE-JULES

125 Hope
126 Medal for the Société Nationale des Architectes Français
127 Medal in commemoration of the experiments in dirigible balloons at the aerostatic establishment of Chalais-Mennecy
128 A. L. Barye, sculptor, 1896-1875
129 Universal Exposition of Lyons
130 The Lyons Shooting Society
131 Henriette
132 Hercules and the Hydra

PETER, VICTOR

133 The happy age
134 Society of French Orientalist Painters
135 Lion and bull; for the Society of Friends of the Medal
136 Hunting dogs. Medal for a sporting club
137 Gazelle
138 Gazelle grazing
139 Louis Pasteur, 1823-1895
140 The lion and the fly
141 Duck smoothing its feathers
KOTY, LOUIS OSCAR
142 Study
143 Plate to commemorate the funeral of President Carnot
144 Patria non immemor. Twenty-fifth anniversary of the foundation of the Republic
145 Medal commemorating the inauguration of the Statue of Liberty in the Roads of New York
146 Léon Gambetta, 1836-1882
147 The Prefecture of Police
148 Léon Gesclin, member of the Institute (Academy of Sciences), a celebrated surgeon
149 Marriage medal
150 Medal for the Society for Encouraging Art and Industry
151 The toilet; back of a mirror
152 Madame Herritte
153 Painting

VERNON, FREDERIC CHARLES VICTOR DE
154 Dr. J. M. Charcot, 1823-1893
155 The law
156 Medal to commemorate the marriage of Louis-Philippe-Robert, Duke of Orleans, and the Archduchess, Marie-Dorothee-Amelie of Austria
157 The Marseillaise. Medal to commemorate the centenary of the Marseillaise, 1792-1892
158 The vintage
159 Medal to commemorate the arrival of the Emperor Nicholas II of Russia at Cherbourg
160 Per industrias opes

YENCESE, OVIDE
161 Pierrette the poor one
162 Virginie the wise one
163 Ponsardin, engraver in medals
164 Magnin, senator
165 Manette
166 "In the XXth century, France will declare peace to the world." Michelet
167 Berlioz; 1803-1869
168 Plate for the repression of poaching
169 The snare
170 Edme Piet, senator